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Abstract
We give an algorithmic proof that NP 6⊆ P, based on two intermediate
results: first, we give an example of a nondeterministic, polynomial-time
Turing machine, denoted Mnp , with the property that any deterministic
Turing machine which recognizes the same language as Mnp must employ
an algorithm of Savitch type, that is, an algorithm which references an
encoding of some nondeterministic Turing machine; second, we show that
there can be no algorithm of Savitch type which recognizes the same language as Mnp in polynomial time.

1. Introduction
The relative inclusion of P and NP has been of considerable interest in
computer science ([Tra84], [Sip92],[Coo03],[All09], [For09],[Joh12], [Mul12]),
logic ([Bus12]) and related areas of mathematics ([Sma98], [Wig06], [Lan10]).
A broad perspective on the question, including the role of impossibility theorems, is found in [Aar16]. In particular, the relativization impossibility results
of Baker, Gill and Solovay [BGS75] place restrictions on the techniques which
may be used to separate P from NP, while the theorems of Razborov and
Rudich [RR97] place restrictions on the size of function classes which may be
used in separation proofs.
The first of two results in the present paper complements this tradition.
Rather than place further barriers in the way of proving NP 6⊆ P, we construct
a counterexample which removes some incorrect proofs of NP = P from consideration. Specifically, we give an algorithm for a nondeterministic polynomialtime Turing machine, denoted Mnp , and we show that any deterministic Turing machine which recognizes the same language as Mnp , denoted L(Mnp ),
must reference an encoding of some nondeterministic Turing machine. Savitch
[Sav70] considered deterministic Turing machines which explore the computational paths of a nondeterministic Turing machine and demonstrated that the
languages recognized by such Turing machines are in PSPACE. In recognition
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of the central role of this result in the present work, we refer to the general class
of deterministic algorithms which reference the encoding of a nondeterministic
algorithm as algorithms of Savitch type. We will establish that any proposed
proof of NP = P must imply the existence of a polynomial-time algorithm of
Savitch type for the specific counterexample Mnp .
This restriction allows us to obtain our second result and complete the
proof of NP 6⊆ P. We demonstrate that no algorithm of Savitch type exists
that recognizes L(Mnp ) in polynomial time. To establish this result, we show
that all encodings of any Turing machine implementing such an algorithm must
have unbounded length. Since a Turing machine must have some finite-length
encoding, we have shown that no such machine can exist. Thus L(Mnp ) is in
NP, but not in P.

2. Preliminaries: notation, definitions, related work and
contributions
In this section, we give references for our notation and definitions, none
of which are original. We then go through each of the techniques and ideas
used in the paper and discuss the sources for them. Our contribution has been
to synthesize the work of others: only two of the techniques or ideas used in
the paper have any original elements. These are discussed in this section in
the context of related work. We close the section with an outline of the paper,
including a summary of our results.
For concepts related to complexity classes, including time bounds, we
adopt the notation and definitions found in [Sto87] and [Joh90].
For algorithms and Turing machine computations, we follow the notation
of [AB09], with an extension: we extend the notation for an encoded n-tuple
of strings to the case n = 1, that is, we denote an encoding of a single string
x as hxi.
We follow Hopcroft and Ullman [HU79] in defining a deterministic Turing
machine by the property that its state transition relation is a function. We also
follow their definition for a nondeterministic Turing machine, which reduces
to the statement that multiple elements in the range of the state transition
relation may correspond to a given element in the domain of the state transition relation. We choose a universal Turing machine, denoted U , with the
property that verifying whether a given string may contain a U -encoding of a
nondeterministic Turing machine can be accomplished by counting the range
elements corresponding to each domain element of the state transition relation.
We use the letter Q to denote a variable ranging over formulas expressing
some condition on strings. We distinguish between the results of evaluating
formulas denoted by Q and the validity of proofs involving these formulas by
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using the notations > and ⊥, denoting True and False, respectively, for the
result of evaluating Q.
Mnp and Mnexp denote specific non-deterministic Turing machines. Mnd
denotes a Turing machine that is nondeterministic, but otherwise unspecified.
Md denotes a deterministic Turing machine, and Mn denotes a nondeterministic Turing machine; these Turing machines are specified once the condition
Q is fixed. The notations Mπ , Mσ denote deterministic Turing machines corresponding to algorithms of Savitch type, that is, algorithms which take an
encoding of a nondeterministic Turing machine as input and search for an
accepting path.
We use the notation L(M ) to denote the language recognized by the Turing machine M .
We next outline the work of others that we have synthesized to obtain
our results and, where appropriate, we indicate those contributions thought
to be original. The references cited here are not intended to be exhaustive or
complete. We invite the reader to consult the works cited in the Introduction,
Section 1 and in this Section, below, for authoritative bibliographies.
We investigate the role of nondeterminism in complexity classes, using
the idea of nondeterministic algorithms articulated in [Flo67] and notions of
complexity classes found in [Sto87] and [Joh90].
We consider algorithms of the type considered by Savitch [Sav70]. These
are deterministic algorithms which, given a nondeterministic algorithm, explore
the paths computed by a Turing machine implementing the nondeterministic
algorithm. The deterministic algorithm accepts if it succeeds in finding a computational path on which the nondeterministic algorithm accepts. Such algorithms were not discovered by Savitch, and he cites earlier sources for them
in [Sav70]. We call them algorithms of Savitch type in recognition of the importance to the present work of the deterministic storage bounds established
in [Sav70]; these bounds imply that any nondeterministic polynomial-time algorithm must have a deterministic version that corresponds to a language in
PSPACE.
This result leaves open two questions which we address in this paper.
First, can nondeterministic polynomial-time algorithms have corresponding
deterministic versions that are not of Savitch type? We answer this by giving an example of a nondeterministic polynomial-time algorithm whose only
deterministic versions must be of Savitch type. Second, the question of time
bounds is left open in Savitch’s work. We know of algorithms of Savitch type
that explore the computational paths of a nondeterministic polynomial-time
algorithm in exponential time. However, we do not know whether an algorithm
of Savitch type exists that halts in polynomial time on all inputs. Our results
address this question as discussed below.
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The state transitions of a nondeterministic algorithm may be encoded
into the instructions for an algorithm of Savitch type, or given as input to
the algorithm. We allow either possibility and distinguish which case is under
consideration in the appropriate context.
We approach the NP 6⊆ P problem by proving an impossibility theorem for
NP = P. This approach is one of two principal contributions of the paper. It is
a slight modification of the approach taken by [BGS75]; instead of establishing
barriers to proving NP 6⊆ P, we establish a barrier to proving NP = P. To
do this, we construct a counterexample, a language that is in NP that is not
recognized by any deterministic Turing machine whose algorithm is not of
Savitch type. This establishes the following barrier to proving NP = P: any
general method for recognizing languages in NP in deterministic polynomial
time must be of Savitch type.
We use the fact that any Turing machine has an encoding which has finite
length. The relevance of this finite encoding condition to NP 6⊆ P derives from
the theorem of Karp and Lipton (with Kannan) [KL82], that P = NP if, and
only if, NP ⊆ P/log, and their related result (with Sipser) concerning P/poly.
These results are the origin of the method used in the present paper, namely,
to attack the relative containment of P and NP by investigating conditions
that would force a deterministic polynomial time machine to access an infinite
string (in our case one of its own encodings).
We use counterexamples to show that certain sets of natural numbers have
the properties we require. Since our results concern a counterexample, our
proofs do not relativize [BGS75], arithmetize or algebrize ([AW09],[IKK09]),
and our proofs are not natural in the sense of Razborov and Rudich [RR97]
(see also [Wil16]) .
We construct a Turing machine or algorithm with specific properties required to obtain the results we seek. This method is used in Turing’s original
paper [Tur36] and in Post’s paper on Thue systems [Pos47]. A survey of algorithmic proof techniques is found in [HO02].
We base the construction of our counterexample, Mnp , on the NP-complete
language shortest common superstring. In Section 4, we construct a nondeterministic Turing machine, Mnp , and give a polynomial time bound for its
operation. We then consider deterministic Turing machines which recognize
the same language, L(Mnp ). In order for this to make sense, we must first show
that L(Mnp ) is nonempty. In Lemma 4.1, we prove that Mnp recognizes encoded (instance, certificate, verifier) triples for the shortest common superstring decision problem, shown in [GMA80] to be NP-complete (see [Joh12]
for references on NP-completeness).
We use a time complexity result of Knuth, Morris and Pratt [KMP77]. In
Section 3, we construct a nondeterministic Turing machine, denoted Mn , which
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forces any deterministic Turing machine recognizing the same language L(Mn )
to satisfy a given condition, denoted by Q, defined on the encoded strings input
to Mn . In the algorithm for Mn , we will need to compare any state transition
rules encoded in the input with the rest of the input string. (We use this
comparison procedure to determine if there are multiple state transition rules
with different range elements corresponding to the same domain element. This
allows us to check whether the input may encode a nondeterministic Turing
machine.) In establishing an overall computational time bound for Mn , for
this step we use the time bound given in [KMP77], which in our case reduces
to O(|hl, s, ti|), where hl, s, ti is the string input to Mn .
We pad the input with explicit time bounds encoded in unary. Several
examples of padding are given in [AB09], including references to [Lad75] and
[BFT98]; additional references to padding, including [Boo74], [Boo76], and
[Iba72] are found in [Pap95]. Savitch [Sav70] also uses the technique, as pointed
out in bibliographic remarks found in [BDG88].
Time-bounded computations are studied in [HS65], [CR72] and [Sip83].
Padding the input with explicit time bounds is used in the first step of the
proof of the Cook-Levin theorem ([Coo71],[Lev73]), as outlined in [Aar16]. We
note that this technique converts any algorithm that halts on all inputs into a
polynomial-time algorithm.
We use ideas related to self-reference [Bol15]. We accomplish the computational step which forces any deterministic version of Mn to satisfy the
condition Q on its input strings using a technique, related to the liar paradox
[BG14], which might reasonably be called the partial liar: if an encoding of a
deterministic version of Mn halts and rejects when simulated, Mn accepts. We
use a second technique related to self-reference to force Md itself to satisfy the
condition Q, where Md denotes a deterministic version of Mn . This is accomplished by simulating Md with its own encoding as input. Borrowing a term
used in λ-calculus [HS08], type theory [NG14], and proof theory [Str03], this
could be called self-application. Both techniques can be viewed as weakened
forms of self-reference.
We apply a theorem of Hennie and Stearns to construct time bounds for
our algorithms. Arora and Barak [AB09] show how to use a theorem of Hennie
and Stearns [HS66] to establish bounds on the time required for a universal
Turing machine to simulate another Turing machine.
We apply this theorem to construct bounds for Turing machines built up
from special purpose Turing machines, as illustrated by the following example.
Say a Turing machine M reads a string hsi, copies hsi onto the input tape
for a universal Turing machine U1 , runs U1 on input hsi for time bounded by
|hsi|2 , and, if U1 has halted with hREJECT i on its output tape, M accepts.
Otherwise M rejects.
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We can establish upper bounds on the time required for M to perform this
computation by building M up from special-purpose Turing machines, using
the Hennie-Stearns theorem as follows.
1. A special-purpose Turing machine that only reads strings can read
hsi in time bounded by O(|hsi|). Thus, by the Hennie-Stearns theorem, a
universal Turing machine (call it U2 ) can simulate this special-purpose machine
in time bounded by O(|hsi|log(|hsi|)). Note that we also have the time bound
O(|hsi|2 )) for U2 to simulate this computation, and in general, a computation
time bounded by O(nk )) can be simulated by another universal Turing machine
in time bounded by O(nk+1 )). We will use the simpler polynomial form of the
time bound.
2. A special-purpose Turing machine that copies strings can copy hsi
onto U1 ’s input tape in time bounded by O(|hsi|), thus U2 can simulate this
special-purpose machine also in time bounded by O(|hsi|2 )).
3. Since the universal Turing machine U1 halts in time bounded by |hsi|2 ,
U2 can simulate this computation in time bounded by O(|hsi|3 ).
4. The control logic to examine the string on U1 ’s tape and accept or
reject can be simulated by U2 in time bounded by O(1)).
We can encode the U2 -instructions for all four of these special-purpose
Turing machines, including control logic for each special purpose Turing machine to start and halt, as instructions for a third universal Turing machine,
U3 . Note that it is not necessary to pass any variable length strings, representing results of intermediate computations, from one special-purpose machine to
another. Then U3 can simulate the combined instructions in time bounded by
O(|hsi|4 )).
We give an algorithm for a Turing machine whose computations are used
to prove one of our results. This technique is used in Section 5. The application of the Curry-Howard-de Bruijn correspondence [SU06] to extract programs from proofs is developed in [PMW93], [CS93], [BC04], [PCW05], and
[PCG+ 10]. Conversely, here we apply details of the computational steps performed by a Turing machine to establish inferences in our proofs. From this
point of view, the role of Lemmas 5.2 through 5.4 is to provide a verification
that a Turing machine implementing Algorithm 5.1 has the correct properties
required to prove Lemma 5.5. This overall approach is well-known, having
been used in at least two different ways in the proof of the four-color map
theorem [Gon08].
We close this Section with a brief outline of the paper. In Section 3, we
develop the algorithmic proof techniques which will be used in Section 4 and
modified for use in Section 5. Section 3 begins with an algorithm implemented
by a Turing machine Mn which forms the basis for the counterexample developed in Section 4. While the techniques used to construct this algorithm
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are well-known, as described above, the details of the algorithm are thought
to contribute some original elements. The main result of Section 3 is Corollary 3.6, which establishes that the computation performed by Mn forces a
condition, denoted by Q, to hold for an infinite number of input strings.
The two principal results of the paper are proved in Sections 4 and 5.
In Section 4, we develop the algorithm given in Section 3 further, giving a
specific condition Q on the length of the input strings. We denote a Turing
machine implementing this algorithm, with Q as in Section 4, by Mnp . We
prove Theorem 4.3, which asserts that any deterministic version of Mnp must
be of Savitch type. This immediately provides a result which eliminates some
false proofs of P = NP from consideration, which we state as Corollary 4.4:
any correct proof that P = NP must imply the existence of a polynomial-time
algorithm of Savitch type for Mnp . In Section 5, we complete our proof that
NP 6⊆ P by proving Theorem 5.7: no algorithm exists which recognizes the
language L(Mnp ) in polynomial time. Thus L(Mnp ) is an example of a language
in NP which is not in P, and we have shown that NP 6⊆ P.
3. An example of the algorithmic proof technique used in the paper
Here we develop, by means of an example, the principal proof techniques
used in the paper. We consider a nondeterministic Turing machine Mn , and
a deterministic Turing machine, Md , which recognizes the same language,
L(Mn ). We prove Corollary 3.6, which states that, unless Md is of Savitch
type, we can force any valid encoding of Md to satisfy a condition, denoted by
Q, for an infinite number of input strings. We prepare for that result by first
proving, in Lemma 3.2, that Mn is nondeterministic for any valid choice of the
condition Q, and then, in Lemma 3.3, that Mn halts on all inputs. We next
consider the computational paths available to Mn when an encoding hMd i of
Md is an appropriately coded substring of the input string, and where Md is
not of Savitch type. Mn is structured so that, as in Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, the
partial liar technique can be used along with the fact that Md must recognize
L(Mn ), to show that we can always find input substrings for which Mn has
such a computational path on which Q is satisfied.
A special case of this example will be studied in Section 4, and a modified
version of this example will be developed in Section 5.
A partial liar algorithm: Fix a universal Turing machine U , let Q be
a condition on strings, and consider a Turing machine, denoted Mn , which
implements the following algorithm:
Algorithm 3.1. On input string hl, s, ti, Mn checks whether the string
hl, s, ti contains U -encodings of any nondeterministic state transitions. If so,
Mn writes hREJECT i on its output tape and halts.
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If not, Mn selects strings l , s and t of length |hl i| = |hli|, |hs i| = |hsi|
and |ht i| ≤ |hti|, respectively.
Mn places U in a halt state. If |hti| > 0, Mn runs U on input hs , l , s , t i
for time bounded by |hti| and suspends any computation still running on U .
If hl i = hli and hs i = hsi, Mn performs the following checks:
Mn checks whether U has entered a halt state.
if U has not halted, Mn writes hREJECT i its output tape and halts;
if U has halted with hACCEP T i on its output tape:
Mn evaluates the condition Q;
if Q evaluates to >, Mn writes hACCEP T i its output tape and halts;
if Q evaluates to ⊥, Mn writes hREJECT i its output tape and halts.
If U has halted with hREJECT i on its output tape, Mn writes hACCEP T i
its output tape and halts.
Otherwise, Mn rejects and halts.
We may assume that Mn is able to recognize elements of any state transition relation encoded in hl, s, ti. For each element r of any state transition
relation encoded in hl, s, ti, Mn scans hl, s, ti, looking for encoded state transition rules mapping the domain element of r to some range element or elements
different from those encoded in r. If any such rules are found, Mn rejects; if
no such rules are found, hl, s, ti cannot encode any nondeterministic Turing
machine. Of course, Mn will also reject encodings of Turing machines that
happen to have some ineffective nondeterministic state transition rules but are
otherwise deterministic; this, however, has no consequences for the results we
obtain here.
On input hl, hMd i, ti, for infinitely many strings l, Mn ensures that condition Q is satisfied. To establish this, we examine the computation performed
by Mn on input hl, hMd i, ti.
We use the fact that Md recognizes the same language as Mn to show that,
for any l, we can find t such that Mn accepts on input hl, hMd i, ti and U halts
on input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t i (i.e., self-application of Md ) within time bounded
by |hti|, with hACCEP T i on U ’s output tape and with |ht i| ≤ |hti|. This is
accomplished in the proof of Lemma 3.4, using the fact that Mn halts on all
inputs (established in Lemma 3.3) and the partial liar technique. But then Q
must evaluate to > (Lemma 3.5), and we arrive at Corollary 3.6.
We first establish that Mn rejects input strings that contain one of its own
encodings, hMn i. This will follow from the proof that Mn is nondeterministic.
We restrict consideration to conditions which are valid in the sense that Mn is
always able to evaluate Q when required.
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Lemma 3.2. Mn is nondeterministic for any valid choice of the condition
Q.
Proof. The selection of l , s and t results in different computational paths
for Mn . This selection does not depend on the choice of Q.

We next establish that Mn halts on all input strings having the correct
form; this result will be used in the proof of Lemma 5.3 below.
Lemma 3.3. Let l, s, and t be any strings. Then Mn halts on all inputs of
the form hl, s, ti, with precisely one of the strings hACCEP T i or hREJECT i
on its output tape.
Proof. Given any input of the form hl, s, ti, Mn checks whether hl, s, ti
contains U -encodings of any nondeterministic state transitions. If so, Mn halts
with hREJECT i on its output tape. If not, Mn selects l , s , and t and
invokes U on input hs , l , s , t i, forcing U to suspend after time |hti|. Mn
then proceeds to check whether U has entered a halt state; either U has halted
or it has not. If U has not halted, Mn rejects and halts. If U has halted, U
will have some string hxi, possibly the empty string, on its output tape. If
hxi = hREJECT i, Mn accepts and halts. If hxi = hACCEP T i, Mn evaluates
the condition Q; Mn has the power to compute this evaluation by assumption.
If Q evaluates to >, Mn accepts and halts; if Q evaluates to ⊥, Mn rejects and
halts. In all other cases, including any case where U halts with some string
other than hACCEP T i or hREJECT i on its output tape, Mn rejects and
halts.

Now assume that there exists a deterministic Turing machine, denoted Md ,
which recognizes L(Mn ), and let hMd i be a fixed encoding of Md , otherwise
arbitrary. Note that, if Md is of Savitch type, Md explores the computational
paths available to the nondeterministic Turing machine Mn . In order to do this,
Md must have access to some encoding of the nondeterministic state transitions
executed on those paths. Thus, some nondeterministic state transitions must
be encoded into hl, hMd i, ti, and so Mn will reject on any input which includes
this encoding.
We note further that, if Md is a deterministic Turing machine that is
not of Savitch type, there must exist encodings of Md that do not reference
any nondeterministic state transitions. Any other encodings of Md must be
obtained from one of these by adding ineffective nondeterministic state transitions, and these can be eliminated to obtain a valid encoding. Thus, unless
Md is of Savitch type, we may assume that there exists a computational path
for Mn on which Mn will simulate Md on U .
Algorithm 3.1 uses the partial liar technique to force Q to hold. The
partial liar is implemented in the statement:
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“If U has halted with hREJECT i on its output tape, Mn writes hACCEP T i
its output tape and halts.”
Computational paths evaluating this statement will be important in the
proof of the next lemma. Unless Md is of Savitch type, Q will be forced to
evaluate to > on any computational path where Mn accepts on input hl, hMd i, ti
and U halts on input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t i with hACCEP T i on its output tape
in time bounded by |hti|, with |ht i| ≤ |hti|. We show that such computational
paths exist for any string l.
Lemma 3.4. For any l, there exist strings t1 and t2 such that the following
conditions hold simultaneously:
a ) Mn accepts on input hl, hMd i, t2 i.
b) Unless Md is of Savitch type, on input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t1 i, U halts in
time bounded by |ht2 i| with hACCEP T i on its output tape.
c) |ht1 i| ≤ |ht2 i|.
Proof. For any strings l, s, and t, we know that Md halts on all inputs of the form hl, s, ti, since, by Lemma 3.3, Mn does. In particular, Md
halts on input hl, hMd i, ti for arbitrary l and t. Then U must halt on input
hhMd i, l, hMd i, ti since U simulates Md in this case. Thus we can choose some
string t0 and let th be any string with |hth i| ≥ |ht0 i| and |hth i| greater than or
equal to the time required for U to halt on input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t0 i.
We assume Md is not of Savitch type and consider the following cases.
Case 1
If Mn accepts on input hl, hMd i, th i and U halts on input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t0 i
with hACCEP T i on its output tape, set t1 = t0 , t2 = th and we are done.
Case 2
On the other hand, if Mn accepts on input hl, hMd i, th i but U halts on input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t0 i with hREJECT i on its output tape, let t0 be any string
with |ht0 i| ≥ |hth i|. Then, on input hl, hMd i, t0 i, Mn has an accepting computational path, since Mn may select t = t0 and run U on input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t0 i
for time bounded by |ht0 i|. On this input, U halts with hREJECT i on its
output tape, and so Mn must accept. Since Md recognizes L(Mn ), Md must
also accept on input hl, hMd i, t0 i. Now consider the result of simulating Md on
this input: U must halt on input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t0 i with hACCEP T i on its
output tape, for any |ht0 i| ≥ |hth i|. So we set t1 = t0 and let tk be a string
whose length is greater than or equal to the time required for U to halt on
input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t1 i. Choose any t2 satisfying |ht2 i| ≥ max {|htk i|, |ht1 i|}.
Then Mn has an accepting path as follows: Mn may choose t = t1 and run U
on input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t1 i for time bounded by |ht2 i|. U will then halt with
hACCEP T i on its output tape. We already know that Mn accepts on input
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hl, hMd , t2 i since |ht2 i| ≥ |ht1 i|, t1 = t0 , |ht0 i| ≥ |hth i|, and Mn accepts for any
hl, hMd i, ti with |hti| ≥ |hth i|.
Case 3
There remains the possibility that Mn rejects on input hl, hMd i, th i. In this
event, set t0 = th , and determine a new th with |hth i| ≥ |ht0 i| and|hth i| greater
than or equal to the time required for U to halt on input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t0 i.
For this, th , Mn has an accepting path on input hl, hMd i, th i, since Mn may
select t = t0 and run U on input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t0 i for time bounded by |hth i|.
On this input, U halts with hREJECT i on its output tape, and so Mn must
accept. Then Case 2 above holds, and this completes the proof.

Thus, for any l, we can find t such that Mn accepts on input hl, hMd i, ti
and U halts on input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t i with hACCEP T i on its output tape,
within time bounded by |hti|: we obtain t1 and t2 from Lemma 3.4 and set
t = t2 , t = t1 . This is all we need to force condition Q to hold, as we establish
next.
Lemma 3.5. Let t be such that Mn accepts on input hl, hMd i, ti and let
there exist t , with |ht i| ≤ |hti|, such that U halts on input hhMd i, l, hMd i, t i,
with hACCEP T i on U ’s output tape and in time bounded by |hti|. Then condition Q evaluates to >.
Proof. We work backwards from the unique point in Algorithm 3.1 where
Mn accepts. In order to reach this point, Q must evaluate to >. Continuing
to work backwards, we see that, in order for Mn to evaluate Q, U must have
halted with hACCEP T i on its output tape. In addition, Mn must have run U
with hhMd i, l, hMd i, t i as input, in order to satisfy hl i = hli and hs i = hMd i,
and U must have halted in time bounded by |hti|. Thus all computational paths
accessible to Mn for which the conditions in the hypothesis of the Lemma hold
must incorporate a state transition in which Q evaluates to >.

By Lemma 3.4, for any string l, we can always find t and t satisfying
the hypotheses of Lemma 3.5; the main result of this section is now an easy
corollary.
Corollary 3.6. If Mn has a deterministic version Md that is not of
Savitch type, then for any string l and any encoding hMd i of Md there exists
a string t such that, on input hl, hMd i, ti, Mn forces Q to evaluate to >.
4. Mnp is a nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine
whose deterministic counterpart must be of Savitch type
Consider a Turing machine, which we denote Mnp , and which executes
Algorithm 3.1 with condition Q specified as (|hli| ≤ |hsi|). In this section, Md
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will denote a deterministic version of Mnp . We know that, if L(Mnp ) is in NP,
a deterministic Turing machine of Savitch type with L(Mnp ) = L(Md ) must
exist (by Savitch’s theorem). We will eliminate all other possibilities, that is,
we will show that no deterministic Turing machine Md that is not of Savitch
type can exist with L(Mnp ) = L(Md ).
We establish this result as follows: first we show that L(Mnp ) is in the complexity class NP. We demonstrate this by showing that L(Mnp ) is nonempty
(Lemma 4.1) and that Mnp recognizes L(Mnp ) in time bounded by O(|hl, s, ti|)4
(Lemma 4.2). Second, we know that for any Turing machine M , there is a finite
string that is a U -encoding of M , where U is a universal Turing machine. In
Lemma 4.5, we then apply Corollary 3.6 to the condition Q, with hsi = hMd i,
so that Q is given by (|hli| ≤ |hMd i|). Since l is an arbitrary string, l may have
any finite length. Further hMd i can be any encoding of Md , so we conclude
that Md does not have a finite encoding. As a consequence, Md cannot be a
Turing machine. Mnp thus provides an example of a Turing machine which
has no deterministic versions except those of Savitch type.
Of course, this result does not establish that NP 6⊆ P; there could still
exist a deterministic algorithm of Savitch type that runs in polynomial time
for Mnp . In Section 5, we will show that we can eliminate that possibility as
well.
We start by proving that L(Mnp ) is in NP. Mnp is nondeterministic
by Lemma 3.2. We will demonstrate that L(Mnp ) is in NP by first showing
that L(Mnp ) is nonempty, in fact infinite, and then showing Mnp runs in time
bounded by a fixed polynomial which is O(|hl, s, ti|)4 in the length of the input
string hl, s, ti. We demonstrate that L(Mnp ) is nonempty by showing that
Mnp recognizes instances of the shortest common superstring decision
problem.
Lemma 4.1. Mnp accepts all strings of the form hl, s, ti where
hsi contains U -encodings of an instance of, and a verifier for, the NPcomplete decision problem shortest common superstring,
hli contains a U -encoding of a certificate for the instance encoded in hsi,
that is, a shortest common superstring, and
|hti| is a time bound for U to read the input, unpack the instance, verifier
and certificate, run the verifier encoded in hsi on the instance encoded in hsi
and the certificate encoded in hli, and write hACCEP T i on its output tape.
Proof. The verifier, instance, and unpacking instructions can be encoded
in hsi without any nondeterministic state transitions, so a computational path
exists on which Mnp runs U on input hs, l, s, ti for time |hti|. We encode U –
instructions in hsi to unpack the verifier and instance of shortest common
superstring and then execute the verifier on that instance, along with the
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certificate encoded in hli. We can also arrange the encoding of the certificate,
instance and verifier to ensure that |hli| ≤ |hsi|, that is, Q evaluates to >. Then
there exist computational paths with hl i = hli and |ht i| = |hti|, and for any of
these computational paths, U will halt within time |hti| and write hACCEP T i
on its output tape. Mnp will read that output, find that |hli| ≤ |hsi|, accept
and halt.

Note that it is not necessary for s to read the input t; in fact, s can simply
ignore t.
Since Mnp is nondeterministic and L(Mnp ) is nonempty, the language
recognized by Mnp will be in NP if we can find a fixed polynomial in the length
of the input string that bounds the running time for Mnp on all inputs. We
establish this in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Mnp runs in time bounded by O(|hl, s, ti|4 ).
Proof. We will analyze Mnp ’s operation into steps, estimate each step, and
then assemble the estimates using the Hennie-Sterns theorem. Mnp can (i) read
the input in time bounded by O(|hl, s, ti|), (ii) check whether hl, s, ti encodes
any nondeterministic state transitions in time bounded by O(|hl, s, ti|2 ), (iii)
select and check the lengths of l , s , and t in time bounded by O(|hl, s, ti|),
(iv) place U in a halt state in time bounded by O(1), (v) run U for time
bounded by |hti| in time bounded by O(|hl, s, ti|), (vi) check hl i = hli, and
hs i = hsi in time bounded by O(|hl, s, ti|), (vii) check whether U has halted,
in time O(1), (viii) evaluate Q in time bounded by O(|hl, s, ti|), (ix) write
hACCEP T i or hREJECT i and enter a halt state in time bounded by O(1).
We apply the Hennie-Stearns bound twice, first to each of the above steps
individually, and second to a simulated version of Mnp constructed by assembling all of the above steps together, along with suitable control logic.
(First application of Hennie-Stearns). Each of these steps can be individually simulated on a universal Turing machine in the time required to simulate
the step with the highest time complexity, i.e. step (ii), which requires time
bounded by O(|hl, s, ti|3 ) to simulate.
(Second application of Hennie-Stearns). Finally, each of the steps can be
combined and simulated together with control logic, itself requiring time O(1)
to simulate, to create an implementation of Mnp . This implementation of Mnp
will run in time bounded by O(|hl, s, ti|4 ).

We now state the main theorem of this section:
Theorem 4.3. Any deterministic algorithm that recognizes L(Mnp ) must
be of Savitch type.
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Before proving Theorem 4.3, we take note of an important consequence:
unless an algorithm of Savitch type exists which recognizes L(Mnp ) in polynomial time, the language accepted by Mnp is in NP but not in P, and Mnp
provides a counterexample disproving P = NP. Theorem 4.3 thus yields the
following barrier to proving P = NP:
Corollary 4.4. Any correct proof that P = NP must imply the existence
of a polynomial-time algorithm of Savitch type for Mnp .
To establish Theorem 4.3, we assume the existence of a deterministic
Turing machine, Md , which recognizes L(Mnp ) but is not of Savitch type, and
show that this leads to a contradiction.
Lemma 4.5. Unless Md is of Savitch type, any encoding hMd i of Md must
have infinite length.
Proof. By Corollary 3.6, we have |hli| ≤ |hMd i|. But l can be any string,
and can thus have any finite length. Thus the length of hMd i is larger than any
finite number, and hence is infinite. But hMd i was arbitrary, so all encodings
of Md must be of infinite length.

Proof. (of Theorem 4.3)
Assume there exists a deterministic version Md of Mnp that is not of
Savitch type. Then, by Lemma 4.5, any encoding of Md must have infinite
length. But any Turing machine must have some finite length encoding, so this
assumption leads to a contradiction, and we conclude that any deterministic
version of Mnp must be of Savitch type.

We end this section with a Lemma establishing a property of Mnp which
we will require in Section 5.
Lemma 4.6. The number of computational paths for Mnp is bounded below
by

2|hl,s,ti| .

Proof. On input hl, s, ti Mnp selects strings s , l and t of length |hs i| =
|hsi|, |hl i| = |hli| and |ht i| ≤ |hti|, respectively. For encodings over {0, 1},
P|hti|
there are (2|hli| )(2|hti| )( k=0 2k ) distinct ways to make this selection, each of
which corresponds to a computational path for Mnp , and we have
(2|hli| )(2|hti| )(

|hti|
X

2k ) ≥ (2|hsi| )(2|hli| )(2|hti| ) = 2(|hsi|+|hli|+|hti|) ≥ (2|hl,s,ti| ).

k=0
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5. No algorithm exists which recognizes the language L(Mnp ) in
polynomial time
In Sections 3 and 4, we applied intermediate results on algorithms for Turing machines Mn and Mnp to establish a result concerning L(Mnp ) (Theorem
4.3). As seen in the proofs of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, specific computational steps
performed by the algorithms lead to specific inferences in those proofs. In this
section, we take this approach a step further, and construct an algorithm for
the sole purpose of proving certain intermediate results, namely Lemmas 5.2
through 5.4 below, which are then applied to prove Lemma 5.5.
We introduce a nondeterministic exponential time Turing machine, Mnexp ,
which executes Algorithm 5.1.
Algorithm 5.1. On the input string hq1 , q2 , r, l, s, t1 , t2 i, Mnexp first checks
to see if either of the input substrings hq1 i or hq2 i may encode any nondeterministic state transitions. If so, Mnexp rejects and halts.
If not, Mnexp places U in a halt state. Mnexp then selects a string ht i of
length |ht i| ≤ |ht2 i| and runs U on input hr, q1 , q2 , r, l, s, t1 , t i for time bounded
by 2|ht2 i| , suspends any further computation by U , and checks whether U has
halted or not. If U has not halted, Mnexp writes hREJECT i on its output tape
and halts.
If U has halted, Mnexp examines the string on U ’s output tape. Denote
this string by hxi. If hxi = hREJECT i, Mnexp writes hACCEP T i on its
output tape and halts.
If hxi = hACCEP T i, Mnexp evaluates condition Q as follows: Mnexp
runs U on input hq1 , hMnp i, l, s, t1 i for time bounded by 2|ht2 i| . Mnexp then
computes the actual time used by U and stores this positive integer, which we
denote as K1 (hl, s, t1 i). Mnexp also runs U on input hq2 , hMnp i, l, s, t1 i for
time bounded by 2|ht2 i| . Mnexp , computes the actual time used by U and stores
this positive integer, which we denote as K2 (hl, s, t1 i). If |hq1 i|K1 (hl, s, t1 i) ≤
|hq2 i|K2 (hl, s, t1 i), Mnexp accepts and halts.
Otherwise, Mnexp rejects and halts.
Note that Algorithm 5.1 has been obtained from Algorithm 3.1 by modifying the input string and the condition Q. We will use Algorithm 5.1 differently,
however; our aim in the present Section is not to prove results about Mnexp ,
but to apply steps of the computation performed by Mnexp to prove results
about Mnp .
Let Mσ denote an algorithm of Savitch type that, on input hhMnd i, l, s, ti
explores all possible computational paths encoded in Mnd , where Mnd denotes
a nondeterministic Turing machine, and writes hACCEP T i on its output tape
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if Mnd accepts on any of its computational paths; if no such path is found, Mσ
writes hREJECT i on its output tape.
We assume the existence of a polynomial-time deterministic version of Mnp
(otherwise the results of Section 4 provide a counterexample which proves that
NP 6⊆ P). Let the Turing machine Mπ implement this algorithm, which must
necessarily be of Savitch type, again by the results of Section 4. By assumption,
then, on input hhMnp i, l, s, ti, Mπ recognizes L(Mnp ) in time bounded by some
fixed polynomial in the length of the input string.
Consider the input string hhMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2 i, where hMπ i is
an arbitrary encoding of Mπ . We examine the computation performed by
Mnexp on this input, and show that the details of this computation imply that
all such encodings have infinite length. This shows that Mπ cannot be a Turing
machine, since a Turing machine must have some encoding of finite length.
This result and the results of the previous subsection imply that NP 6⊆ P.
The condition in Algorithm 5.1 corresponding to Q in Algorithm 3.1 is,
in this case: |hMσ i|K1 (hl, s, t1 i) ≤ |hMπ i|K2 (hl, s, t1 i). We will show that the
computation performed by Mnexp forces this condition, which we also denote
by Q, to evaluate to >.
Note that we apply this condition Q to the inputs q1 and q2 , so these are
now the inputs which must be checked to make sure they do not encode any
nondeterministic state transitions.
It is possible to prove that L(Mnexp ) is in NEXP; however, we will not
require this result.
We are now ready to prove that no polynomial-time algorithm of Savitch
type exists corresponding to Mnp . Fix an arbitrary encoding of Mπ and denote
this encoding by hMπ i. We begin by demonstrating that Mnexp halts on all
inputs of the correct form. The result is analogous to Lemma 3.3 and the proof
is similar.
Lemma 5.2. Mnexp halts on all inputs of the form hq1 , q2 , r, l, s, t1 , t2 i.
Proof. Given any input of the form hq1 , q2 , r, l, s, t1 , t2 i, Mnexp checks whether
hq1 i or hq2 i contains U -encodings of any nondeterministic state transitions. If
so, Mnexp halts with hREJECT i on its output tape. If not, Mnexp proceeds
to check whether U has entered a halt state; either U has halted or it has not.
If U has not halted, Mnexp rejects and halts. If U has halted, U will have some
string hxi, possibly the empty string, on its output tape. If hxi = hREJECT i,
Mnexp accepts and halts. If hxi = hACCEP T i, Mnexp evaluates the condition
Q. If Q evaluates to >, Mnexp accepts and halts; if Q evaluates to ⊥, Mnexp
rejects and halts. In all other cases, including any case where U halts with
some string other than hACCEP T i or hREJECT i on its output tape, Mnexp
rejects and halts.
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Our next result is adapted from Lemma 3.4, and the overall structure of
the proof proceeds through an analysis of cases as in the proof of that Lemma.
Lemma 5.3. For any strings l, s and t1 , there exist strings t2,0 and t2,1
such that the following conditions hold simultaneously:
a ) Mnexp accepts on input hhMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,1 i,
b) U halts within time bounded by 2|ht2,1 i| on input hhMσ i, hMnp i, l, s, t1 i
and on input hhMπ i, hMnp i, l, s, t1 i,
c) On input
hhMnexp i, hMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,0 i
U halts in time bounded by 2|ht2,1 i| with hACCEP T i on its output tape,
d ) |ht2,0 i| ≤ |ht2,1 i|.
Proof. We know that Mnexp halts on all inputs of the form hq1 , q2 , r, l, s, t1 , t2 i
by Lemma 5.2. In particular, Mnexp halts on input
hhMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,0 i.
Then U must halt on input
hhMnexp i, hMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,0 i.
since U simulates Mnexp in this case. Thus we can choose some string t2,0 and
let t2,h be any string with |ht2,h i| ≥ |ht2,0 i| and 2|ht2,h i| greater than or equal to
the time required for U to halt on input
hhMnexp i, hMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,0 i,
and also greater than or equal to the time required for U to halt on the inputs
hhMσ i, hMnp i, l, s, t1 i and hhMπ i, hMnp i, l, s, t1 i. We consider three cases.
Case 1
If Mnexp accepts on input hhMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,h i and U halts
on input hhMnexp i, hMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,0 i within time bounded by
2|ht2,h i| and with hACCEP T i on its output tape, set t2,1 = t2,h and we are
done.
Case 2
On the other hand, if Mnexp accepts on input hhMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,h i
but U halts on input
hhMnexp i, hMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,0 i
within time bounded by 2|ht2,h i| and with hREJECT i on its output tape, let
t02 be any string with |ht02 i| ≥ |ht2,h i|. Then, on input
hhMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t02 i,
Mnexp has an accepting computational path since Mnexp may select t =
t2,0 and run U on input hhMnexp i, hMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,0 i for time
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bounded by 2|ht2 i| . By assumption, on this input U halts with hREJECT i on
its output tape, and so Mnexp must accept. Then set t2,0 = t02 and let t2,k be
a string with 2|ht2,k i| greater than or equal to the time required for U to halt
on input
hhMnexp i, hMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,0 i
as well as for U to halt on input hhMσ i, hMnp i, l, s, t1 i and on input hhMπ i, hMnp i, l, s, t1 i.
Choose any t2,1 satisfying |ht2,1 i| ≥ max {|ht2,k i|, |ht2,0 i|}. Then, on input
hhMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,1 i,
Mnexp has an accepting path as follows: Mnexp may choose t = t2,0 and run
U on input
hhMnexp i, hMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,0 i.
for time bounded by 2|ht2,1 i| . U will then halt with hACCEP T i on its output
tape. We already know that Mnexp accepts on input
hhMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,1 i,
since |ht2,1 i| ≥ |ht2,0 i| and t2,0 = t02 .
Case 3
There remains the possibility that Mnexp rejects on input
hhMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,h i,
In this event, set t2,0 = t2,h , and determine a new t2,h with |ht2,h i| ≥ |ht2,0 i|
and 2|ht2,h i| greater than or equal to the time required for U to halt on inputs
hhMnexp i, hMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2,0 i,
hhMσ i, hMnp i, l, s, t1 i and hhMπ i, hMnp i, l, s, t1 i. Then we can show that we
have reduced this case to Case 2 above, as in the proof of Lemma 3.4. This
completes the proof.

Thus we can, for any strings l, s and t1 , find t2 such that Mnexp accepts
on input
hhMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2 i,
and U halts on input hhMnexp i, hMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t i : we obtain t2,0
and t2,1 from Lemma 5.3 and set t2 = t2,1 , t = t2,0 .
We can now prove a result corresponding to Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 5.4. Let t2 be such that U halts on input hhMσ i, hMnp i, l, s, t1 i
and on input hhMπ i, hMnp i, l, s, t1 i and such that Mnexp accepts on input
hhMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2 i.
Let there exist t , with |ht i| ≤ |ht2 i|, such that U halts on the input
hhMnexp i, hMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t i,
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with hACCEP T i on U ’s output tape in time bounded by 2|ht2 i| . Then condition
Q evaluates to >.
Proof. Backtracking (as in the proof of Lemma 3.5) from the unique step
in Algorithm 5.1 where Mnexp accepts , we see that the only computational
path in Mnexp for which the conditions in the hypothesis of the lemma are
possible is the path on which Q evaluates to >.

In any case, for any strings l, s, and t1 , there always exists some string t2
such that Mnexp accepts on input hhMσ i, hMπ i, hMnexp i, l, s, t1 , t2 i. This gives
us the following Lemma:
Lemma 5.5. Any encoding hMπ i of Mπ has infinite length.
Proof. By Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, for an infinite number of strings l, s, and
t1 , condition Q evaluates to >, that is |hMσ i|K1 (hl, s, t1 i) ≤ |hMπ i|K2 (hl, s, t1 i)
holds. Mσ explores all computational paths of Mnp , thus K1 (hl, s, t1 i) is
bounded below by 2|hl,s,t1 i| by Lemma 4.6. Also, by assumption Mπ is able
to execute an algorithm of Savitch type with input hhMnp i, l, s, t1 i in polynomial time. We may take |hMnp i| as a fixed positive integer and conclude that is
there is some polynomial f satisfying K2 (hl, s, t1 i) ≤ f (|hl, s, t1 i|). Combining
all of these inequalities we have
2|hl,s,t1 i| ≤ |hMσ i|K1 (hl, s, t1 i) ≤ |hMπ i|K2 (hl, s, t1 i) ≤ f (|hl, s, t1 i|)
and |hMσ i|2|hl,s,t1 i| /f (|hl, s, t1 i|) ≤ |hMπ i| follows. But this inequality holds
for infinitely many strings s, l, and t1 and so |hMπ i|, bounded below by the
quotient of an exponential function and a polynomial function, must be infinite.
Since hMπ i is an arbitrary fixed encoding of Mπ , the result follows.

We conclude that
Corollary 5.6. No Turing machine of Savitch type exists that recognizes
L(Mnp ) in polynomial time.
Combining the results of this Section and the previous one, we have the
following theorem:
Theorem 5.7. No algorithm exists which recognizes the language L(Mnp )
in polynomial time.
Then, since L(Mnp ) is in NP but not in P, we have the corollary:
Corollary 5.8. NP 6⊆ P.
Acknowledgments. This paper is a synthesis of ideas found in the references cited below. The author here acknowledges this debt, with gratitude to
the authors of those works. In particular, the author’s interest in the problem
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